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Intraocular pressure and glaucoma: Is physical exercise beneficial or a risk?
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Abstract  Intraocular pressure may become elevated with muscle exertion, changes in body position and increased respiratory volumes, especially when Valsalva maneuver mechanisms are involved. All of these factors may be present during physical exercise, especially if hydration levels are increased. This review examines the evidence for intraocular pressure changes during and after physical exercise. Intraocular pressure elevation may result in a reduction in ocular perfusion pressure with the associated possibility of mechanical and/or ischaemic damage to the optic nerve head. A key consideration is the possibility that, rather than being beneficial for patients who are susceptible to glaucomatous pathology, any intraocular pressure elevation could be detrimental. Lower intraocular pressure after exercise may result from its elevation causing accelerated aqueous outflow during exercise. Also examined is the possibility that people who have lower frailty are more likely to exercise as well as less likely to have or develop glaucoma. Consequently, lower prevalence of glaucoma would be expected among people who exercise. The evidence base for this topic is deficient and would be greatly improved by the availability of tonometry assessment during dynamic exercise, more studies which control for hydration levels, and methods for assessing the potential general health benefits of exercise against any possibility of exacerbated glaucomatous pathology for individual patients who are susceptible to such changes.
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Presión intraocular y glaucoma: ¿es beneficioso el ejercicio físico, o entraña un riesgo?

Resumen  La presión intraocular puede elevarse con el exceso de trabajo muscular, los cambios de la posición del cuerpo y el incremento de los volúmenes respiratorios, especialmente cuando...
Elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) is a key risk factor for the development and progression of glaucoma.1,2 A number of conditions such as congenital, angle-closure and secondary glaucoma clearly show that increased IOP is sufficient to lead to glaucomatous optic neuropathy.3 Treatment to reduce IOP has been demonstrated to decrease glaucoma progression.4 Fluctuation in IOP, either over the 24 h diurnal period or across visits, may also contribute to glaucomaous pathology.5,6 There are a range of physiological IOP fluctuations as well as those due to sporadic and routine day-to-day activities which are associated with both small and large IOP elevations and fluctuations7-10 which may also be associated with glaucoma progression.7 Fluctuations in IOP in sitting position during office hours were concluded to not be an independent risk factor for glaucoma.11 However, in-office sitting position measurements cannot capture the wide range of IOP fluctuation, often involving non-sitting postures, which occur during various activities performed outside an office and which are known to elevate IOP in any 24 h period. Significant IOP fluctuations were detected by assessment every 2 h for 24 h in patients with obstructive sleep apnea, especially in patients receiving continuous positive airway pressure therapy.12 The high prevalence of glaucoma in obstructive sleep apnea patients may be explained by these fluctuations which were paralleled by a decrease in ocular perfusion pressure (OPP)13 with the associated possibility of both mechanical and ischemic damage to the optic nerve head (ONH).

Preventing large fluctuations in diurnal IOP may be as important as attaining target IOP in the prevention of glaucoma progression.14 The Collaborative Initial Glaucoma Treatment Study15 and the Advanced Glaucoma Intervention Study16 both found that fluctuation in IOP is predictive of greater visual field loss. The goal of detecting and reducing abnormal 24-h IOP fluctuation is warranted in all newly diagnosed glaucomatosus patients as well as in patients who continue to progress despite treatment which lowers pressure.17 Avoiding or reducing exposure to elevated IOP (fluctuation episodes) may improve the prognosis for some glaucoma suspects and patients with glaucoma.18-21 The key determinants of any pathological significance associated with IOP elevation episodes may not only be the degree of elevation, its duration and frequency as well as the time over which it occurs, but also individual susceptibility to them.22-26 For example, the pathology associated with normal tension glaucoma (NTG) suggests that such eyes have a lower IOP threshold for neuropathic changes. Increasing glaucoma prevalence with age27 suggests that susceptibility to IOP fluctuation and elevation episodes could increase with age.

Histories of the frequency and intensity of participation in activities which are known to elevate IOP allow an estimate of individual exposure to IOP fluctuation.28 Most episodes of IOP elevation appear likely to remain undetected due to difficulties in monitoring IOP during many activities. Studies of IOP fluctuation with physical exercise have typically measured IOP with an insufficient sampling rate to truly measure IOP variability.1 For example, head movement during dynamic exercise necessitates that tonometry be performed during a break in an exercise sequence or after the sequence has been completed.18 Static isometric phases which occur during weightlifting and which enable tonometry to be performed are exceptions.19,20 Ideally, 24-h continuous monitoring of IOP will capture a complete record of the degree, duration and frequency of episodic elevations and so the full extent of IOP fluctuation.4 This review examines the mechanisms for IOP elevation and fluctuation during and subsequent to physical exercise. A key consideration is the possibility that, rather than being beneficial,21 and that it may be reasonable to encourage dynamic exercise...
in glaucoma patients, physical exercise-related changes could be detrimental for patients who have glaucoma or are glaucoma suspects. A PubMed Search for intraocular pressure and sport and intraocular pressure and physical exercise yielded 231 and 277 results, respectively. Papers providing evidence of IOP changes during and after exercise were used to examine the possibility that any IOP elevation episodes occurring during physical exercise could accelerate aequous outflow and result in reduced IOP being measured after the completion of the exercise.

Valsalva manoeuvre mechanisms for IOP elevation

Important mechanisms for many IOP elevation-related activities include Valsalva manoeuvres (VMs), which occur with a closed glottis, and partial VMs associated with increased expiratory effort. IOP recorded by tonography was found to increase with and be sustained for the duration of increased expiratory effort. For example, deep respirations produce an IOP rise and fall of as much as 5 mmHg. Respiration-related influences on IOP can be much greater according to the degree to which VM phenomena are involved. In association with a VM, IOP was found to elevate to over 40 mmHg for some subjects, especially for those who were myopic. Greater intrathoracic pressure was required to produce a given respiratory flow at lesser degrees of lung inflation, especially in emphysematous subjects. Reduced lung capacity with age may necessitate deeper respirations during exercise as well as restrict the range of exercise intensity performed.

Abdominal muscle effort during many VM-related activities also increases intrathoracic pressure. For example, due to the increased expiratory and abdominal muscle effort associated with balloon inflation, a significant VM stress is produced in cycles of rapid rises and falls in both intra-abdominal and intrathoracic pressure. Similar cycles occur according to the intensity of physical exercises and associated increased respiration volumes. Intra-abdominal pressure has been shown to increase consistently during both static and dynamic lifting tasks. Breath control is a significant factor in the generation of intra-abdominal pressure magnitude during lifting tasks. IOP increases significantly during a bench press exercise and to a greater extent with breath holding.

Expiratory effort and intracranial pressure elevation

Apart from IOP elevation, increased expiratory effort and increased intra-abdominal pressure also cause an increase in intracranial pressure. Weightlifting activities have been reported in association with a wide range of adverse responses including stroke, cerebral haemorrhage, subarachnoid haemorrhage, conjunctival and retinal haemorrhage as well as retinal detachment. It was suggested that elevation of intracranial pressure and IOP may contribute to these responses. The risk of glaucomatous pathology could be increased when exercise-related increases in both intracranial and intraocular pressure result in compressive lamina cribrosa damage. Glaucomatous eyes can undergo pulsatile stretching due to greater ocular pulse amplitude and larger diurnal variation in IOP. Increased IOP during weightlifting activities suggests that any associated fundus stretching could contribute to reported adverse responses such as retinal detachment or haemorrhage. Risk for ocular pathology may be a contraindication for weightlifting especially for patients with myopic fundus pathology, and for keratoconus patients with increased susceptibility to cone formation or progression in a thin area of cornea, when IOP is elevated.

Muscular effort mechanisms for IOP elevation

IOP rises during sustained muscular contraction and on relaxation it falls. IOP was measured towards the end of a short series of weightlifting-related efforts at 80% of individual maximum capacity. It was found that IOP was more elevated when a VM was simulated (mean 4.3 mmHg, 23.1% higher than pre-exercise baseline) than when a VM was avoided (mean 2.2 mmHg, 11.8% higher than baseline). Subjects were examined while making a weightlifting effort at the level of their maximum capacity with no attempt to control for the use of a VM. Mean IOP elevations of 115.4% above baseline were measured. One subject’s IOP reached 46 mmHg during maximal isometric muscle contraction effort. Upper body muscle exertion is not essential for this effect on IOP. Isometric exercise involving a sustained squat posture, with thigh and lower leg maintained at right angles, caused a significant (37%) mean increase in IOP.

Changes in body position mechanisms for IOP elevation

A mean IOP elevation of 4.4 mmHg (approximately 25% of baseline) was measured in changing from a sitting to a supine position which may be significant during exercises such as sit-ups and weightlifting bench presses. Older age is usually associated with reduced participation in exercise although, as discussed below, there are significant numbers of older people who do exercise. However, age appears likely to limit opportunities for some body positions and higher levels of exertion to be significant factors during physical exercise. However, there can be exceptions. A 68 year old athletic physician developed glaucoma over a period during which he performed inverted head stand exercises for up to 5 min each day. With medication his IOPs were stabilized at 10 mmHg but increases to over 40 mmHg when he assumed his inverted head stand position. In addition, his habit of assuming a strenuous flexed isometric muscle posture while sitting, and which involved a considerable amount of facial congestion, resulted in elevations above baseline IOP ranging from 10 mmHg to 25 mmHg. Apart from muscular effort, increased facial muscle tension has been shown to be associated with IOP elevation. His glaucomatous field losses stabilized after he took advice to desist from these exercises.

Non-competitive lap swimming can be a favoured form of exercise for older patients. IOP could be elevated when swimming according to the influence of deep respiration and the degree of muscle effort expended. A mean sitting
position IOP elevation while wearing different styles of swimming goggles was 4.5 mmHg.57 For two of the five styles of goggle evaluated, mean elevations were 10.1 mmHg and 13.4 mmHg but again these were sitting position findings.49 Apart from the type of goggles worn when swimming, IOP elevation may be significantly higher than found for a sitting position according to the extent and influence of increased respiration volumes, a horizontal body position and the degree of muscular effort expended. In addition, a prone body position has been shown to elevate IOP to a higher level than a supine position.46 With the exception of backstroke, all other swimming strokes involve prone positions in addition to muscular effort, increased respiration rate and possibly the use of goggles. It appears possible that IOP is elevated by any or all of these several mechanisms during swimming as it has been found to be elevated during static weightlifting.

Other influences on IOP

Any exercise-related IOP elevation may also be influenced by other factors such as pre-exercise medications,47 caffeine intake in coffee, tea, cola, energy drink or milk chocolate,48 and cigarette smoking,49 all of which are known to have the potential to elevate IOP. Elevations due to water ingestion are innocuous in normal patients but in glaucomatous patients, especially those with abnormally low aqueous outflow capacity, they may be pathological.50 For example, a water drinking test administered to NTG patients found a significantly higher peak IOP compared to normal controls.51 IOP was found to be progressively reduced during exercise causing dehydration, but remained relatively stable when hydration was maintained.52 Hydration levels may also influence IOP depending on exercise intensity and duration, ambient temperature and humidity as well as opportunities to ingest water before, during and after exercise. Open mouth heavy breathing dries the mouth, especially under low humidity conditions. Having ready access to water uptake before, during and after exercise can lead to more frequent water ingestion and over-hydration in association with exercise.

Lower IOP found immediately on completion of dynamic forms of physical exercise

IOP was lower than baseline for healthy subjects after performing a set of chest press exercises but then reduced further after completing second and third sets of the same exercise.23 Exercise bike for 9 min was found to result in lowering of IOP.53 The biomicroscope and Goldmann tonometer were set up in front of the exercise bike with measurements recorded with the subject sitting on the bike (not pedalling) with their head position stabilized by the instrument headrest (Saarela V, written communication, 25th May 2015).

Except for an immediate rise in IOP due to the contraction of abdominal and thoracic muscles and/or the performance of a VM, a fall in IOP after hard and/or prolonged forms of exercise has consistently been reported.54 Walking, for example, was found to be associated with a significant fall in IOP.54 After running a 42 km marathon, IOP was found to have dropped by a mean of 2.25 mmHg with greater reduction occurring for subjects with higher baseline readings.55 After completion of a 110 km march carrying a 20 kg backpack, the mean reduction in IOP was 4.1 mmHg (26.5%).56 Reductions in IOP were found to increase with the duration of walking, jogging and running.57 IOP measured after both isometric and isokinetic exercise was found to be lower than pre-exercise IOP.58 The degree of lowering was directly proportional to the intensity of the exercise and significantly greater for isokinetic exercise.58 Recovery of IOP to pre-exercise levels after exercise has been reported to take 10 min,59 15 min55 and up to an hour.61

Possible reasons for IOP reduction found after exercise

Although the finding that lowered IOP is measured after exercise is widely reported in the literature, the mechanism for it is poorly understood.26 Three theories of its aetiology involve decreased blood pH, elevated blood plasma osmolarity, and elevated blood lactate.26 Another mechanism which has been suggested involves autonomic changes which might reduce IOP.60 To the extent that respiratory, muscular effort and non-erect body positions for example, could contribute to IOP elevation during exercise, the finding of reduced IOP elevation after exercise might be explained by a number of other factors.

Exercise greatly increases the metabolic demands of muscle tissue and several respiratory and cardiovascular adjustments are made to meet this requirement.61 For example, an increase in heart rate, stroke volume and cardiac output, increased blood flow to muscles and skin, reduced blood flow to other organs, increased blood cell concentration and blood-oxygen exchange as well as a decrease in blood plasma volume are all changes occurring during exercise.61 Exercise resulted in significant increases in mean arterial blood pressure (56%) and pulse rate (84%)61 and IOP is transiently elevated according to the level of blood pressure elevation.29 Increased blood pressure and an associated increase in passive production of aqueous humour would elevate IOP.62

Other explanations for lower IOP after exercise

Dehydration may contribute to reduced aqueous production and lower IOP.63 Significant dehydration appears to be unlikely during lap swimming and also, depending on ambient temperature, during light to moderate exercise which may usually be performed by older people. However, the mechanisms which appear to explain IOP elevation during static weightlifting30,35 which can include, deeper respirations, VMs, non-upright body positions, and muscular effort, may also elevate IOP during dynamic forms of exercise.28,29,33 These possibilities give rise to the following hypothesis to help explain IOP reduction recorded after dynamic exercise31 as well as after both static and dynamic weightlifting.35 Honan Balloon,28 ocular massage64 and tonographic assessments55 illustrate how elevated IOP can reduce IOP over time by accelerating aqueous outflow from the eye. According to this hypothesis the facility
of aqueous outflow and the level of any IOP elevation during exercise would help determine post-exercise IOP. This mechanism could explain reduced IOP being measured immediately after exercise.

Ocular perfusion pressure, exercise and glaucoma risk

The vascular theory of glaucoma considers related optic neuropathy to be due to OPP reduction in response to factors such as increased IOP and/or a decrease in blood pressure. Deficient autoregulation of the ONH results in unstable ocular perfusion, ischaemia and reperfusion oxidative stress damage. A case series of elevated IOP in association with anterior ischaemic optic neuropathy led to the finding that elevated IOP may be a risk factor for ischaemic ONH pathology. A possible consequence of disturbed ocular blood flow is ONH damage associated with its increased sensitivity to IOP. For example, in low tension glaucoma volunteers, low ocular perfusion amplitude changes varied with the degree to which subjects were vasospastic.

Ordinarily, blood pressure increases could compensate for IOP elevation during exercise activity so that OPP variation might be limited. Three cases of young glaucoma patients experiencing visual loss during exercise have been reported. It was hypothesized that these changes could be due to reduced ocular perfusion pressure because of blood being diverted to other organs during exercise. Any IOP increase during exercise in combination with failure of autoregulation of blood flow to the ONH may also contribute to these changes. Increased susceptibility to reduced OPP may also be a consequence of low blood pressure. For example, several studies have reported associations between low diastolic perfusion pressure with higher prevalence or incidence of glaucoma so that antihypertensive treatment could increase the risk of glaucoma. Decreases in blood pressure and ocular perfusion pressure have been associated with glaucoma. The vast majority of published studies dealing with blood flow report reduced ocular perfusion in glaucoma patients compared with normal subjects.

Glaucoma, frailty, exercise

The concept of frailty is a non-specific state of vulnerability which is associated with a reduced functional reserve and a consequent decrease in adaptation (resilience) to any sort of stressors. Frailty results in a higher risk for accelerated physical and cognitive decline, disability and death. The causes of frailty are complex and multidimensional based on the interplay of genetic, biological, physical, psychological, social and environmental factors. Assessment of frailty depends on health deficit accumulation and the frailty index employed in the National Population Health Survey of Canada was determined according to a score based on 36 deficits. Health deficits included medical conditions, functional impairments, symptoms and poor health attitudes. For example, having deficits such as high blood pressure, diabetes, cataracts, glaucoma, no regular exercise habits as well as having limited habits of other forms of physical exercise, were part of the information collected to identify and quantify an individual frailty index.

As is the case for frailty, the level of physical exercise in which individuals are engaged at any point in their lifespan reflects a complex interaction of biological, psychological, and sociological factors. A longitudinal study found that those who were relatively fitter at baseline tended to remain healthy and use fewer health care services. Conversely, those with a higher frailty index value were more likely to require greater use of health care services and to have less involvement in physical exercise. These findings suggest that the accumulation of frailty-related deficits is a fact of ageing, not age, and that the antecedents of frailty in late life manifest at least by middle age.

Prevalence of glaucoma in habitual runners

Low frailty is consistent with greater resilience and absence of frailty indicators such as glaucoma and cataract as well as having a greater involvement in physical exercise. For example, in a sample of 49,005 men and women both moderate (walking) exercise (mean age 61 ± 11 years) and vigorous (running) exercise (mean age 48 ± 11 years) groups were similarly associated with reduced risk of cataract. This association may be a function of exercise habits delaying cataract formation but may also be a function of people who exercise being more likely to have low frailty which, in turn, is associated with reduced cataract prevalence. People with high frailty who are more likely to have or to develop glaucoma and cataract may not feel well enough to exercise.

However, a study was performed involving 29,854 male runners and participants in foot-races (mean age 43.3 ± 10.7 years (range 18–73) without diabetes who were followed for 7.7 years. Two hundred incident glaucoma cases (0.67%) (mean age ± SE: 53.6 ± 0.73) were reported by questionnaire response during follow-up. The two hundred men reporting physician-diagnosed glaucoma did not include 115 who had been diagnosed with glaucoma before or in the year of the their survey baseline. At end of the survey 315 subjects (200 + 115 = 1.05%) had reported being diagnosed with glaucoma. Newly diagnosed diabetes mellitus and high level of blood glucose are associated with elevated IOP and high-tension glaucoma, and consequently, the number of glaucoma cases at the end of the survey period might have been greater than 1.05% if any diabetics who also developed glaucoma during the survey period had been included. Given that 57.1% of glaucoma cases were found to be undiagnosed among 5000 Greek people over 59 years of age, there may also have been a significant number of undiagnosed cases of glaucoma at the end of the survey so that the prevalence might have been even greater. When glaucoma and participation in exercise are two of the factors used as an indication of frailty, a sample of runners and participants in foot-races, with presumed low frailty, appear likely to have low prevalence of glaucoma. However, rather than being lower compared to people who did not exercise, the prevalence of glaucoma in this vigorous exercise sample could be no different to or even greater than a non-exercise group with mean age ± SE of 53.6 ± 0.73 years. Such an interpretation of the study findings would suggest
that physical exercise may not be beneficial in regard to glaucoma pathology and could even be detrimental.

Old age and participation in exercise

A survey in the United States found rapid declines in levels of physical exercise activity during adolescence which often continued into young adulthood. The period from middle adulthood up to retirement at 65 years often revealed relatively stable activity patterns. Post-retirement, the prevalence of participation in regular vigorous activities such as running, jogging and swimming increased. The results of three National surveys indicated that of those over 75 years of age, 26.5% and 15.5% performed at least moderate and vigorous levels of exercise, respectively. These participation rates may be a function of people in retirement having more time available to exercise as well as greater awareness of the associated health benefits. Other motivations may be relevant. For example, a study of Australian Masters Games athletes aged 60–89 years found that motivation to train for and participate in competition was related to the value placed on winning and achievement.

An alternative to the conclusion that exercise reduces the risk of having or developing glaucoma and that it may be reasonable to encourage dynamic exercise in glaucoma patients could be that less-frail people are more likely to exercise regularly as well as being less likely to have or develop glaucoma because they are less frail. However, any IOP elevation during exercise may negate that expectation and lead to an increase in glaucoma cases among people who exercise regularly.

Discussion

Reviews of the literature found that, with the exception of pigment dispersion syndrome, Uhthoff’s symptom, and some cases of advanced glaucoma, regular dynamic exercise is not harmful to eyes and that it may be reasonable to encourage dynamic exercise in glaucoma patients. The findings of this review raise questions about these recommendations. The study reported by Williams is open to the interpretation that glaucoma prevalence is not less than would be expected in higher performance athletes but could even be higher than normal for a group who are more likely to have low frailty. Such an interpretation suggests that IOP could be elevated to levels which are pathological in less frail but glaucoma-susceptible individuals. The possibility of that group being less frail is suggested by their subscription to a running magazine, their participation in footrace events and that 80% of them were capable of running in 10 kilometres events. Measurements of IOP elevation during static weightlifting led to the conclusion that weight lifting could be a risk factor for the development or progression of glaucoma. The possibility of dynamic exercise also being associated with elevated IOP and increased glaucoma risk is suggested by the evidence that increased respiratory volumes, VMs and muscular effort as well as non-erect body positions can all elevate IOP.

The hypothesis that exercise may be detrimental to people with glaucoma would be supported by IOP elevation during dynamic exercise being confirmed. Increased aqueous production due to hydration before and re-hydration during exercise sessions as well as elevated blood pressure may all exacerbate mechanisms for IOP elevation. Elevated IOP increases aqueous outflow and any IOP elevation during dynamic exercise would help explain lower than baseline readings being recorded when the exercise has ceased. The cyclic nature of increased respiration volumes during exercise may contribute to rises and falls in IOP and a “pumping” influence which increases aqueous outflow. Increased aqueous outflow could be supplementary to any other mechanisms for lowering IOP. For example, depending on ambient temperature and humidity as well as exercise intensity and duration, IOP could be lowered by dehydration during exercise. Nevertheless, any IOP elevation during exercise, which would have no adverse consequences for most people, could contribute to new or additional glaucomatous pathological change in susceptible individuals. Patients with ocular hypertension can have larger IOP elevations for changes in body position. A water drinking test administered to NTG patients found a significantly higher peak IOP compared to normal controls. Glaucoma, patients who often have elevated IOP and/or reduced outflow facility, may be at risk for higher levels of IOP elevation than the levels found for healthy subjects. Increased glaucoma susceptibility in older people may increase the significance of IOP elevations during less vigorous exercise.

Elevated IOP remains an important risk factor in glaucoma and IOP reduction is still the only treatment of proven benefit having been demonstrated to decrease glaucoma incidence. Moderation or avoidance of IOP elevation episodes may be a useful adjunct to other forms of glaucoma management. Inverted body positions and strenuous isometric muscle effort, playing high wind resistant instruments and eye rubbing have all been associated with glaucoma. All of those activities are known to elevate IOP. Healthy participation in physical exercise is known to be beneficial to health with associated reduced risk for hypertension, cardiovascular disease and diabetes for example. It is clear that healthy physical exercise should be encouraged. However, with the exception of weightlifting, it is not clear as to whether dynamic forms of exercise activity can be potentially harmful for glaucoma suspects or people with glaucoma.

It is possible that, if IOP is elevated during dynamic exercise, then periods of lower than baseline post-exercise IOP might allow recovery from any associated glaucomatous damage which could occur during the exercise. The evidence-base for this topic is deficient and would be greatly improved by tonometry assessment during dynamic exercise, more studies which control for hydration levels, means for assessing the potential general health benefits of exercise against any possibility of exacerbated glaucomatous pathology for individual glaucoma patients and glaucoma suspects. The identification of risk factors associated with undiagnosed glaucoma may be important to better achieve higher case ascertainment yields in the community. This review suggests that IOP elevation during participation in dynamic physical exercise could contribute to the onset or progression of glaucoma in susceptible individuals and questions the recommendations that participation in physical exercise is either harmless or is actually beneficial, and that it may be reasonable to encourage
dynamic exercise in glaucoma patients22–27 The beneficial effect of any intervention which successfully reduces IOP in a glaucoma patient will be reduced by any IOP elevation associated with muscle exertion, changes in body position and increased respiratory volumes, especially when Valsalva manoeuvre mechanisms are involved. All of these factors may be present during physical exercise associated with vocational and recreational activities including sport, especially if hydration levels are increased.
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